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About This Game

Turn-based historical simulation strategy. Develop the Greek civilization from the small village to the great city-state when it
will dominate the world!

FEATURES

During the 4000 years (from 3000 BC to 1000 AD), you will have to:
• Raise the population
• Invent technologies
• Construct buildings

• Trade goods
• Explore world

• Found new cities
• Start and end wars with neighbors

• Survive through the hundred real historical events.

The key to victory is choosing the right development priorities, allocating resources and managing the foreign policy. Mechanics
of the game is a mix of old-school game designs.
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it makes me sad i just spend 5 bucks for this, the app is amazing, but this version is extreamly over priced and has so much crap
it doesnt need, having lives is not good for a game like this, unlocking levels is stupid because id rather play the levels i want to
play and not the boring ones. also, there is really weird box that covers up my attempts and all the tutorials. dont get me wrong,
this game is fun, but if it didnt have all this stupid stuff in it it would be amazing.. Fun space sim. Runs great on Linux.. I refuse
to believe this game is fun.
Asinine level "design" that you have to pixel perfect avoid obstacles, meanwhile the hitboxes on enemies are the size of a
skyscraper.
I'm almost certain the last level is randomized
I've never been so frustrated with a videogame in my life
4\/10. Hands down this is one of the best indie game ive played so far. Deep atmosphere, creepy scenery and some evil looking
monsters! One of the few, true survival horror games out there, where you have to manage your ammo and your heal items. The
crates is a very nice addition to the whole package.
Respect guys for fixing it! Also the ending left me hanging!
. Besides the DLC literally sucking your wallet dry, pretty good. Simulation on models from developers (Specifically Smokebox,
Digital Traction and Just Trains, with the odd Steams Sounds Supreme) is excellent. It's aight, just don't buy if you're not gonna
be a little committed.. I loved this chapter.
Couldnt put it down until it was finished. I laughed the whole way through and couldnt wipe the smile off my face. I haven't
been so invested in a story from a game in so long.
If you go in expecting a narrative-driven game with some choices then you won't mind the linearality so much.
Cant recommend this enough.. Far too many simple flaws in several scenarios, you even can't finish at least two of them (they
end quite abruptly by sending you back to the main menu for no apparent reason whatsoever). Unless you can get it with a
40-50% discount I recommend you find something better to spend 30 euro on.. It's lagging all the time

EDIT: They have fixed in now, I suppose. At least on European servers. More updates = Better experience.
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An interesting concept and fun for the first few battles, but then it becomes a grind of mammoth proportions, doing the same
fight over and over to little progress. And these aren't quick battles, end bosses have huge HP pool and it can take a substantial
amount of time to bring them down.

In summary, fun concept, but terrible grind, long, repetitive battles with little progress. Just not fun..
\u30d0\u30a4\u30aa\u30cf\u30b6\u30fc\u30c94. Brings back fond memories of playing Zelda for Nintendo, fun little game.
Paid 9.99 for it and then come back online 2-3 hrs later and it's 20% off, f*cking Steam!
7\/10. So much fun! You never know how it will end! Its a must have!. The short: good game. A very well polished, lightly
interactive and narrated VR Fantasia. I hope to see more of this sort of thing in the future!

The long: Being someone who does not "get" dance at all, I was not expecting to be blown away by this one. However, I knew I
liked the music, and it looked really nice (with some aesthetic similarities to Superhot, Tron Legacy, and Journey's wall art, at
least), so I gave it a try.

Turns out this game is really well polished, from various visual aspects to the music and music transitions to the narration
(English, anyway; I haven't listened to the others) to the general presentation -- classy stuff. The only real hitch was that some
achievements didn't come through my first time playing, but I don't give a hoot about those. What they hint at, however, is that
there are a few secret things and non-obvious interactions which make it more than just the "look/click-to-continue VR movie" I
was expecting it to be. The narration even gracefully allows for several deviations from what I assume is the standard story,
which makes me kind of curious if real-life performances normally respond to audiences in similar fashion. For those interested
in VR spaces, the movement of the stage pieces and the fades between that "reality" and the story world's is really cool and
worth watching several times, in my opinion. There's at least one giant clip that you might see if you're looking for things like
that, but that's the only worldly blemish I remember. Oh, and the pit is not fully modeled and doesn't have an orchestra in it, but
it's there, even though I had to stick my head through a wall to see it. :). First impression:

Sensational! Questerium warps the Hidden Object genre into the 21st Century - finally :-) More interactivity, more 3D, more
everything. I am looking forward to a very enjoyable game.

Even gamers who prefer other genres (e.g. I'm basically an FPS player) should take a look. The pricing seems ok.. This game
the the previous one are amazing! I normally hate games with no graphics or similar stuff but wow! I can't wait for the squeal
and I am interesting to checking out more of this companies games. It is just wow!

The story is so mature and in depth. It brings up some great issues that affect modern society and makes you think. It really
spoke to my open minded, activism personality yet I could see had options for other views too. This is how more games should
be.

The way the story flows I am ready to go for another play through of both games to see it from another point of view. So many
choices I wish I had done better. That I wish I had done differently. That it just makes me want to go again.

I highly recommend this game to anyone who is up for an intellectual story that really gets you thinking and emotionally
attached. However it's all text. So be Warned.

(Feel free to comment with constructive criticism about my review. I am always open to seeing how I could do better or
different.). Its pretty sweet, tho I'd like twin-stick controls better. Great soundtrack and nice design.. They're all the same game..
Based on 15 Hours of Completed Game play
Playing my way through my Adventure Company Bundle one at a time.

1st person point and click.. adventure, fantasy, Sci-fi type game..
It's not completely my kind of game but it has it\u2019s good points.. For starter\u2019s the amazing graphics.. I found myself
looking around at all of it in awe!

Nice non-irritating somewhat soothing soundtrack.. (Except for an oddly placed barking dog)
The storyline in itself is simple.. Get from point A to point B looking for someone..
To do this, you as the (Main Character) travel by airship and enter different worlds putting things together on the way.
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The puzzles ran hot and cold. Some were just thinkable when other\u2019s and a lot for me; were extremely difficult to
impossible!

Cons:
It has so much frustrating time wasted trying to find a hot spot or even an exit cursor!
The main character whom you play wasn\u2019t interesting at all and in fact came across as just dumb!

My biggest beef! I played it way to long for the entire ending to just jump to the credits!!!
I had to watch the actual ending cut scene on you tube! Grrrrrrrr,,,

In a nutshell.. If you like a time taker, fantasy, graphics galore and some very challenging puzzle\u2019s you\u2019ll have fun!
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